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Abstract

X-ray reflectivity and grazing incidence crystal truncation rod(CTR) measurements were employed to characterize the
microstructure and crystallization behavior of homoepitaxial SrTiO(STO) films deposited on polished SrTiO(0 0 1) substrates3 3

by pulse laser deposition technique. X-ray scattering results indicate that room temperature grown STO film has a density
approximately 11.1% lower than that of bulk STO and shows poor epitaxial relation with the substrate. Subsequent annealing at
760 8C for 20 s appeared to transform the film into two-layer structure, with the density of the layer right above the substrate
approaching to its bulk value, while the density of the top 15.5 A thick layer reducing to near 45% of bulk STO. The annealing˚
process also leads to an increase of lateral lattice constant together with the growth of domain size. The appearance of interference
fringes of the CTR after annealing, which is also observed at the film grown at 7608C, clearly demonstrates the development of
epitaxy upon short time annealing.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since advanced electronic devices are continuing to
shrink in size, ceramic capacitors and dynamic random
access memories(DRAMs) require new and improved
materials, which retain large dielectric properties at small
dimensions. The demand of higher capacity and speed
of computer system has driven scaling decrease of
silicon integrated circuits. Conventional dielectric mate-
rial used in IC industry, such as silicon dioxide(SiO )2
and silicon nitride (Si N ) films are close to their3 x

application limit of thickness and dielectric strength. For
film thickness down to a few nanometers, tunneling
currents enhance the leakage current densities, thus
reducing device reliability. This has promoted the study
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of high dielectric materials, such as TiO , Ta O ,2 2 5

Pb(Zr,Ti)O , SrTiO , and(Ba,Sr)TiO , which permit an3 3 3

increase of the packing density of circuits without a
further shrinkage of the insulator thickness. Among
these, SrTiO , with a dielectric constant larger than 200,3

seems to be the most suitable and technology compatible
candidate for metal-oxide-semiconductor devices and
specifically for future generations of DRAMsw1,2x.
Perovskite-type oxide thin films are very attractive

materials due to their simple crystal structures and
unique ferroelectric, dielectric, and optical properties.
SrTiO (STO) has been a hot research subject since3

1960s. The crystal structure, dielectric properties, semi-
conductivity, even superconductivity have been exten-
sively studied in wide temperature rangew2–10x. The
crystal structure of the STO unit cell is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1. However, the thin film technol-
ogy for growing STO film has not yet been established.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the crystal structure of a STO unit cell.

Some reportsw11,12x show that the properties of STO
thin films grown under different conditions generally
depart significantly from those of corresponding bulk
materials, and annealing of STO films usually has
improved the dielectric propertiesw2x. In our previous
works, it was found that the growth mechanism of the
homoepitaxial growth of STO films on stepped sub-
strates is strongly dependent on the growth temperature
and subsequent heat treatmentw13,14x. Moreover, the
detail information of the microstructure in thin films is
of great importance because of its strong bearing on the
properties and applications of STO films. Thus, under-
standing of the growth mechanism and the surface
structure of a STO film on a microscopic scale is of
significance for the fabrication of a new class of mate-
rials with artificially layered structure whose layer thick-
ness and interface flatness are controlled on an
atomic-scale. Therefore, a study of the microstructure
and growth behavior of the STO films is thus interesting.
Whereas, X-ray diffraction(XRD) is one of the most

ubiquitous techniques for structural characterization of
crystalline phases, X-ray reflectivity has been demon-
strated to be very powerful technique in studying the
structure of the buried interface and the surface mor-
phology. Below the critical incident angle, X-rays reflect
totally from the solid surface in the same way as total
optical reflection. When the incident angle increases
above the critical angle, the reflected X-ray intensity
falls rapidly. However, the interference among X-rays
reflected from each interface gives an intensity modu-
lation on the reflectivity curve, and, one is able to apply
the X-ray reflectivity technique to characterize the film
thickness, the interfacial roughness, and the electron
density, etc. w15–20x. This nondestructive technique
provides microscopic information about the roughness,

density profile, and thickness of the layers that compose
the thin film, and it offers advantages over ellipsometry
in that precise information about the properties of buried
layers can be obtained.
In recent years, there has also been growing interest

in the application of grazing incidence X-ray technique
for the study of the structure and morphology of buried
layers and interfaces in thin films. Grazing-incidence
XRD is a valuable analytical tool for the characterization
of thin epitaxial films. To observe atomic-scale changes
in surface morphology of thin epitaxial films, we can
measure the features of crystal truncation rod(CTR) in
the X-ray scattering pattern. The CTR pattern can be
used to obtain values of the lattice parameter strain, film
thickness, and interface roughnessw21,22x. The results
are essential in present-day thin film technology, and
are used in the development of methods of growth and
in the interpretation of the properties of thin films.
Therefore, a combination of X-ray reflectivity and graz-
ing incidence scattering measurement should serve as a
very powerful technique for a simultaneous understand-
ing of the buried interface structure and the growth
behavior of thin film. In this paper, we applied X-ray
scattering technique to study the effect of temperature
on the microstructure of homoepitaxial STO films grown
at room temperature(RT) and 7608C.

2. Experimental procedure

STO films were deposited on polished STO(0 0 1)
substrates by pulsed laser deposition(PLD) system
equipped with an in situ reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) facility. The STO (1 0 0) sub-
strates used were obtained from Shinkosha of Japan. A
KrF excimer laser with pulse duration of 30 ns operated
primarily at a repetition rate of 1 Hz was used for
deposition. The laser energy was estimated to be approx-
imately 2 Jycm . The target used was single-crystal disk2

of STO. All the films were deposited and annealed at
an oxygen pressure of 5=10 Torr. The substratey4

temperature during deposition or annealing was con-
trolled at RT and 7608C, respectively. A RHEED system
was used for in situ monitoring of film growth. The
energy of the electron beam used for in situ RHEED
diagnostics was 20 keV with a grazing angle of 0.78,
and was directed along thew1 0 0x direction of the STO
substrate. With a de Broglie wavelength of approxi-
mately 0.86 A, the grazing electron beam is slightly off˚
Bragg conditions. The intensity evolution of the specular
reflection was obtained by transmitting the diffraction
images recorded by a charged coupled device camera to
a frame-grabber board. The image was digitized by a
flash analog-to-digital converter and stored in the mem-
ory buffer for subsequent display and analyses.
Surface morphology of the films was examined by

atomic force microscopy(AFM). The AFM image was
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Fig. 2. The intensity oscillations in the RHEED patterns for STO films
deposited at(a) RT; and(b) 760 8C. The inset plots show a dramatic
jump in RHEED intensity for the RT film annealed at 7608C.

Fig. 3. X-Ray reflectivity curves of three different STO films for(a)
RT film; (b) 760 8C annealed; and(c) 760 8C deposition. The inset
plots illustrate the detailed profiles near total reflection angle.

taken by a Digital Instruments NanoScope II operated
in air. The surfaces were scanned at different 2=2
mm area with 3.052 Hz scan rate. The root-mean-2

square (RMS) of surface roughness was calculated
automatically by a computer program. The thickness of
the films was approximately 100 A, as determined by˚
X-ray reflectivity measurements.
The synchrotron X-ray scattering experiments were

performed at wiggler beamline BL-17B at the Synchro-
tron Radiation Research Center(SRRC), Hsinchu, Tai-
wan. The electron storage ring was operated at energy
of 1.5 GeV and current of 140–200 mA. The incident
X-rays were focused vertically by a mirror and monoch-
romatized to the energy of 8 keV by a Si(1 1 1) double-
crystal monochromator. The sagital bend of the second
crystal focused the X-rays in the horizontal direction.
Using two pairs of slits between sample and detector,
typical wave vector resolution in the vertical scattering
plane was set to;0.001 A in this experiment.y1˚

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the intensity oscillations in the RHEED
pattern of STO films prepared under different conditions.
The RHEED intensity exhibits an immediate damping
with no oscillation when deposition takes place at RT
(curve a). As the deposition temperature is raised to
760 8C, periodic oscillations in RHEED intensity appear

immediately as the deposition starts(curve b). It infers
that the growth mechanism of film is layer-by-layer
w23x. When the RT film is annealed at 7608C, a
dramatic jump in RHEED intensity, as shown in the
inset plot of Fig. 2, is detected after 20 s isothermal
heating. The heating source is then turned off at this
point for X-ray scattering study.
Fig. 3 displays the X-ray reflectivity curves of three

different STO films deposited on STO substrate by PLD
under different conditions. As compared to the sample
deposited at high temperature(760 8C), the interference
fringes of reflectivity curve of RT film exhibit prominent
oscillations. Qualitatively, the fringes result from the
interference among X-rays scattered by the electron
density difference between substrate and film at the
interface regime; the period of the fringes reflects the
thickness of the films. This large oscillation amplitude
refers to obvious difference of electron density between
the thin layer and the substrate. The detailed profile
near total reflection angle, illustrated in the inset of Fig.
3, confirms that the density of RT film is much lower
than that of the films deposited(or annealed) at high
temperatures which is slightly lower than that of STO
substrate.
The principles of X-ray reflectivity were first reported

by Parrattw15x in 1954 using the recursion formula for
the reflectivity of a multi-layer system. In this work, we
use the modified Parratt’s recursive formalism to incor-
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Fig. 4. X-Ray reflectivity curve and the corresponding best fit of a
STO film deposited at RT and annealed at 7608C for 20 s.

Table 1
Parameters obtained from the best-fitted results of the reflectivity curves for STO films

Sample Layer Density Thickness(A)˚ Interface AFMa

Roughness(A)˚ Surface roughness
(RMS; A)˚

RT deposition 1 (0.889"0.03) r 116"1 2.0"0.1 1.6"0.1
2 (substrate) ` ` 2.03"0.1

760 8C annealing 1 (0.45"0.01) r 15.5"0.5 3.88"0.2 3.2"0.2
2 (0.925"0.03) r 103"1 2.84"0.2
3 (substrate) r ` 2.01"0.1

760 8C deposition 1 (0.43"0.01) r 18.2"0.5 2.67"0.2 2.8"0.1
2 (0.978"0.03) r 106"1 2.29"0.2
3 (substrate) r ` 2.10"0.1

For a direct comparison, the surface roughness values as obtained from AFM measurements were also included in this table.r is a theoreticala

STO substrate densitys5.118 gycm .3

porate the effect of interface roughness. The detailed
procedure was discussed by Lucas et al.w19x. The least
square analysis was applied to obtain the best fitting
result. The film is modeled as a sequence of layers of
varying roughness, electron density, linear absorption
coefficient, and the thickness. The instrumental resolu-
tion was estimated from the slit setting, and taken into
account in the model calculation by convoluting a
Gaussian function. The reflectivity curves of the samples
prepared at high temperature deposition or deposited at
RT then annealing at 7608C for 20 s clearly exhibit
oscillation of two different frequencies. The result sug-
gests that the film has transformed into a structure

consisted of more than one layers. Indeed, the fitted
result indicates that, in addition to the originally depos-
ited STO layer, an extra layer is existent in the deposited
films.
Fig. 4 shows an experimental reflectivity curve(solid

line) of a STO films deposited at RT then annealing at
760 8C for 20 s and its best-fitted data(open circle).
The fitted curves match quite well with the experimental
data even at a large momentum regime for all samples.
It reveals that the proposed fitting model is proper for
the present STO system. The values of each parameter
obtained from the best-fitted results are summarized in
Table 1. In comparison with the bare STO substrate, the
best-fitted result of RT film shows an 11.1% loss of
density. After 20 s annealing at 7608C, the reflectivity
curve of the RT sample shifts towards the film deposited
at 760 8C, an indicative of density increase. However,
the fitting result shows a three-layer model, including a
thin top layer, a thick layer, and the STO substrate is
needed to fit the measured reflectivity curves of the
samples prepared at high temperature deposited and
annealed sample. The fitting parameter reveals an unu-
sually density profile for both samples. For annealed
sample, the density of the thick layer with;103 Å
thick is 92.5% of STO substrate, but the density of the
top layer, approximately 15.5 A thick, is only approxi-˚
mately 45% of STO substrate. The best fitting result of
the film deposited at 7608C also shows a similar density
configuration. The density of the thick layer, approxi-
mately 106 A thick, is 97.8% of STO substrate, and the˚
density of the top layer of 18.2 A thick is approximately˚
43% of STO substrate. High temperature treatment
indeed increases the density of the thick layer, but also
significantly decreased the density of the top layers
region in both samples. The density deviation at the top
thin layer regions of fitted results obtained from the X-
ray reflectivity measurement has also been confirmed
by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry(SIMS) experi-
ments. Fig. 5 shows the depth profiles of SIMS for three
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Fig. 5. Depth profile of SIMS of three different STO films for(a) RT
film; (b) 760 8C annealed; and(c) 760 8C deposition.

Fig. 6. A 3D AFM image of a STO film deposited at high temperature.

different samples. It indicates that there is a reduced
density of Ti and Sr atoms at top thin layer regions
(;20 A) for the film either deposited or annealed at˚
760 8C.
The surface morphology of a STO film deposited at

high temperature as examined by AFM is shown in Fig.
6. The RMS surface roughness of the as-deposited STO
surface layer is approximately 2.8"0.1 A. For the RT˚
film, AFM measurement confirmed that the RMS rough-
ness of top surface is increased from 1.6 to 3.6 A after˚
annealing, larger than the value of film deposited at 760
8C, 2.8 A. The best-fitted result of X-ray reflectivity˚
profiles also shows the same trend. RMS roughness of
the top surface layer of RT film obtained from X-ray
reflectivity measurement is also increased from 2.0 to
3.88 A after annealing, larger than the value of film˚
deposited at 7608C, 2.67 A. For a direct comparison,˚
the surface roughness values as obtained from AFM
measurements were also included in Table 1. The value
of the surface roughness obtained from AFM is also in
good agreement with the fitted results of X-ray reflec-
tivity measurement.
In attempt to find the detailed structure modification

after annealing and high temperature deposition, an in-
plane scan approximately(0 2 0) diffraction peak is also

performed using grazing incidence technique. The graz-
ing incidence angle was fixed at 0.28 with respect to the
sample surface, which is below the critical angle of any
thin film samples in this study. In-plane grazing-inci-
dence XRD measurement of these films show that the
coherent size of substrate, deduced from the width of
the Bragg peak in the in-plane direction by using
Scherrer’s formulaw24x, is approximately 7800 A; while˚
the crystal size of RT film and annealed film are;1000
and;1300 A, respectively.˚
In addition, grazing incident CTR measurements

approximately(1 1 1) Bragg peak, as shown in Fig. 7,
provides more structural information. For the RT film,
the (1 1 1) reflection consists of a single, sharp peak
caused by the long-range order of substrate. On the
other hand, distinct satellite fringes are observed for the
film either deposited or annealed at 7608C indicating
that well epitaxial relation with the substrate has been
developed along(1 1 1) plane for both samples.

4. Summary

Based on the X-ray scattering results and the RHEED
intensity oscillations, the crystallization behavior of
homoepitaxial STO films grown by pulse laser ablation
technique may be understood as following. For the RT
film, an average crystal size of;1000 A was formed˚
on substrate with poor crystallinity. After annealed at
760 8C for 20 s, accompanied by a steep increase in
RHEED intensity, domain size and lattice constant along
lateral direction become larger and epitaxial structure
similar to that of film deposited at 7608C is rapidly
developed. This indicates that annealing process pro-
vides the thermal energy for domain growth, and epitaxy
aligning with substrate is initiated at film–substrate
interface. Apparently, 20 s is inadequate for driving the
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Fig. 7. Grazing incidence CTR measurements of three different STO
films approximately(1 1 1) Bragg peak.

whole RT film to form the same epitaxial structure as
the film deposited at 7608C. From this, we speculate
that the initial RT deposited film is already reasonable
well align with the substrate although it has poor
crystallinity. However, our results clearly demonstrate
the structure transition of quasi-epitaxy thin films. In
order to understand the details of structure re-orientation
during the whole annealing period, a real-time X-ray
scattering experiment will be carried out for further
study.
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